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This market-leading text continues to provide students and instructors with sound, consistently

structured explanations of the mathematical concepts. Designed for a two-term course, the new

Eighth Edition retains the features that have made Algebra and Trigonometry a complete solution

for both students and instructors: interesting applications, cutting-edge design, and innovative

technology combined with an abundance of carefully written exercises.
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First off, it came sooner than I expected, even with the supposedly slower free shipping I was

expecting 10 days, but it turned out more like 5-7 days. That was great! Just in time for class!As far

as the book itself goes, it's the one my teacher told me to get, so I didn't really have any options.

And well, math...haha, it isn't really my slice of cake, to completely misuse a cliche. But ignoring all

this, it has fairly detailed, easy to understand directions on each of the concepts. The book usually

gives example problems and works you through them instead of writing out the concepts, which is

sometimes good, and sometimes a pain in the butt. Sometimes if I'm feeling extra daring (not very

often...) I move faster than we do in class, and I'm still able to pick up concepts. And I'm an English

major, not a math one, so I'm only so-so at math. That's good, right?As for what's inside this beast,

there's around 11 chapters with about 7 sections in each, and plenty of practice problems (the odd

numbered problems have answers in the back, and the even ones don't, so your teacher will

obviously assign the even ones :). The insides of the covers have random diagrams with official



sounding titles like ''Graphs of Parent Functions,'' and ''Formulas for Geometry,'' and some random

Algebra stuff like special factors and a conversion table...that's pretty handy, I suppose. I haven't

used it yet, but I'm sure some might find it invaluable.Be aware, my teacher wanted us to get some

sort of online access code, and the  version doesn't come with it...just a warning. That was one of

the reasons I'd dock it a few stars.All in all, I'd give the book a 3.5, but there aren't any half stars, so

I rounded up...Why 3.5? 1.
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